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Study anytime, anywhere! Law in a Flash comprehensive flash cards are ideal for reviewing legal

topics point by point. Each card has a concise question on one side and an accurate answer on the

reverse side. These cards are the only product of their kind.     Law in a Flash Card Features:    

Only product of its kind   Test your knowledge of black letter law   Apply the law to hypothetical

examples   Use individually or in group sessions   Use them anywhere, anytime   Great for exam

prep
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I'll give this product 3.5 stars. In general, these cards were great and the questions really help

reinforce the information you learn. However, I discounted some stars because I might have

received a bad batch. My batch had some (1) missing cards (2) duplicates and (3) were out of order.

So when I was reviewing the cards that have 2-parts the first time around, I would become confused

because it would discuss one scenario than all of sudden talk about something completely different.

When I would look at the card number, the second part of the card would be placed somewhere

else in the pile. But overall, if you got a good batch of cards, then you should be pretty happy.

Numerous misprints. Many hypotheticals and answers take up several cards and have different font

sizes which defeat the purpose of studying by flashcard. (Might as well just type that essay out on

regular size paper.) Some of the hypos focus on names and useless info rather than the issue at



hand. I don't know if the MPRE's questions are like these, but they really make it difficult to identify

the core issue when you have juggle five different names and how they relate to each

other.Otherwise, content is thorough.

These cards were the only thing I used to study for the MPRE. There are two boxes of cards and it

takes about 8 hours to go thru each box carefully, so plan on 2 full days to go thru them all. I went

thru each box twice, and it took me about 5 days of studying 6 hours per day to do so. I received a

131/150 scaled score (only need 80-85 to pass most jurisdictions), so these cards work. On the

other hand, (i) the naming conventions used in the card are confusing (e.g., the author likes to use

famous names in the examples, but that just kept me focusing on the names rather than the

subject), (ii) the depth of the subjects treated is too great in some cases and not enough in others,

and (iii) the card format means it's difficult to organize the material and put it in a logical framework

without doing your own outlining. Thus, it's strickly a memory exercise. If you have a decent

memory, these cards are very good for their intended purpose. If you don't, I suggest you use

another format to study. If you really want to learn the Model Rules so you can apply them in real life

(as opposed to just pass the MPRE), you may want to get a more conventional textbook.

I bought this for the MPRE. I started with Themis but found it completely useless (I was consistently

scoring below 60% and sometimes even below 53%). I went through the flash cards in about a

week and immediately (after just 1 day with the flash cards) saw better performance on the practice

tests. I would definitely recommend this for the MPRE. I'd also recommend spending at least one

week, preferably 2 or maybe even 3 weeks on these, depending on how many other things you

have going on. It's very thorough, and repetition is the key. I scored 110.

I read through the Barbri outline, got another book that gave tips on answering the questions and

relied mostly on these cards for two days -- passed the NY MPRE score with no problem

Set had multiple fronts and backs cards that did not associate with each other. We emailed the

publisher to report the issues.

Helped me study. Didn't get a great grade, but I was happy with it especially considering that the

class itself sucked. Its fun to study with these cards.



Do not buy!! They are terribly written questions!! The answers almost always include a "probably"

which is not helpful at all when studying for a multiple choice test. Biggest waste of money and

absolute fraud. MR 8.4(c)
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